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Social media is a digital platform that
allows people to social "digitally":

create messages outside that can be
disseminated within the community

and by itself.
The history of social networks begins in

the now distant 1997, when an
American named "Ellison" launched the
"SixDegrees.com" site, the goal of the

first social network was to create
relationships between people.

 

What are social media?



advantages and
disadvantages

Connectivity: people from anywhere can connect with

anyone to learn and share their thoughts;

Education: it is very easy educate with social media. You

can follow anyone to learn how to improve your

knowledge on any field;

Help: You can share your problems online to get help.

Whether it is about helping in terms of money or in terms

of advice;

Promotion: If you have an offline or online business, you

can promote it to the wider public. Social media makes

businesses profitable and less expensive;

Information and updates: The main advantage of social

media is that it updates you from the latest events around

the world.

Advantages: Disadvantages:
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Cyberbullying: anyone can generate a fake account to

bully someone without being tracked.

Fraud and Scam: many people cheat and commit fraud

through social media;

Cheating and Relationship Issues: most people use social

media to propose and get married. But most couples

cheat on each other by showing false feelings and

misinformation;

Social Media causes death: following the stunts and

other crazy things that are shared on the internet you can

risk your life. These things are performed mainly by

teenagers to be successful and many visualizations;

Hacking: your personal data and privacy can be easily

hacked and shared over the Internet.



PRIVACY

 This problem is becoming increasingly serious and this is a problem
that should not be taken lightly. In fact, many hidden web pages are

used to pass the data of its users to advertisers, violating both its
internal policies and the European privacy regulation, which requires
transparency and a request for consent for the processing of data.
This is one of the dangerous disadvantages of social media and it is
very important that every user is careful to keep their account and

personal data

What is that?
Privacy means the right of the user that the information
concerning him (name, surname,
telephone number, residence but also interests and
preferences) are protected but it is not always so because the
activity of hacking is in continuous development. 

The dark side of social
media



It is one of the most significant

quotes of "The Social Dilemma" by

Jeff Orlowski. 

“IF YOU ARE NOT PAYING
FOR THE PRODUCT, THEN
YOU'RE THE PRODUCT.”

This is a quote about brainwashing

that has turned out to be very

profitable for companies that sell

food, drinks, cars, clothes.

In fact, almost everything that is

sold.



Thank you for attention
 


